Building strong foundations for SUCCESS integrating Mindset, Nutrition and Strategy™

Bio
Lori Hanson is The Success Whisperer. She
talks to business leaders and salespeople on
success, mindset, and health-fueled high
performance that produces powerful
results (inspired by elite athletes). She has
touched 1000s of people globally as a
professional keynote speaker. She’s coached
over 200 clients to face fears and eliminate
obstacles to create their success story and
live their dreams. Lori integrates a unique
blend of East meets West to create success.
An Award-Winning Author of 5 books, she
knows personally there are NO limits.

"Lori Hanson’s closing keynote for the ADA’s Health and Well Being
Conference was the best program of the conference. She will
challenge, entertain and inspire your audience into action."
Craig S. Armstrong DDS, Chair of the Dental Health and
Wellbeing Advisory Subcommittee, ADA
“If you’re looking for someone to jump start and empower your team
to get them to achieve their goals then I highly recommend you hire
Lori Hanson. She is amazing!”
Debbie Trujillo, VP, Community Relations Director, KeyBank
“Lori started our morning off with a lot of energy and enthusiasm,
we heard great feedback from our participants after her keynote;
they were really energized and excited for the day. We were
excited to have Lori kickoff our 1st Women’s Leadership event.”
Kara Stoller, CEO, Steamboat Springs Chamber of Commerce

Lori’s Signature Keynote Programs
Go for GOLD

4 Simple Steps to Train Your Brain for Success

Have you ever watched an elite athlete and wondered how they achieve the unbelievable things they do? Great
athletes have powerful minds they can count on when a loss seems imminent. In this fun and interactive keynote,
Lori gives you a proven 4-step process for creating a powerful, focused mindset that will get you the win and
create success in your personal and professional life.
Solutions: moving past fears, eliminating doubts, getting unstuck, finding motivation, how to perform at the
highest level.

Courage to Shine
What do you really want—but were too afraid or hesitant to go after? There are no limits to what you can do. In
this inspirational program Lori gives you power tools to break down barriers, reduce resistance and fears, and
create the beliefs that will rapidly take you anywhere you want to go.
Solutions: tools to produce better results (hit your quotas, sign that client), structured, repeatable easy to use
approach to improve confidence, reduce fears and get unstuck.

Leader of the Pack

Nurturing Your Alpha Female Instincts

You’ve seen her, watching her in action is amazing—how she takes control, manages the team eloquently and
firmly. What does it take to be a well-respected Alpha Female? (Being dominant, controlling and bitchy doesn’t
make one the Alpha!) The pack follows the Alpha because of her strength, fierce loyalty to the pack and
willingness to stand her ground. Learn to nurture your natural leadership instincts, decrease the drama and stress
and improve your courage, confidence and balance.
Solutions: improving confidence and courage, empowering women to be bold, trust their instincts and lead while
following their path

Unlocking the Mystery of Mindset

How to go from that’s impossible to—I’m UNSTOPPABLE!

Why do some people always win while others continually struggle? If you’ve ever experienced failure, or
embarrassment—you may have subconsciously decided to avoid that again at all costs! To create a higher level of
success might feel impossible. The road to improving results in your personal or professional life lies in your Isight, creating 2020 vision from the inside out. It is essential to being creative, authentic and always believing in
yourself.
Solutions: how to shift worry, anxiety and negative thinking, letting go of the past, entertaining possibilities,
accessing your brain’s superpowers

Ask about Lori’s Success Principles Programs

720-346-4640
Inquiries@LoriHansonIntl.com

LoriHansonInternational.com

@LoriHansonSpkr
LoriHansonInternational.com/blog
Podcast (coming soon)

